
Creativity and Change



Getting to KNow You

How many artists do we
have in the room tonight?

How many of you are 
creative?
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Arts as Fundamental
I have been privileged to 
work in fields that help 
both preserve the old and 
create the conditions for 
the telling of our stores in 
a myriad of different art 
forms, contexts, etc.

I believe we are all artists, 
we are all born into a 
human instrumental with 
a pulse (rhythm), voice 
(pitch), movement (dance), 
colour, shapre, texture, etc.
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i. We are all Creative
Human Intelligence: 
Everyone’s Creative World
For years, I have been captivated by Howard 
Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences - a theory 
focussed on the many varied ways humans make 
sense of the world or express intelligence. As 
presented I...

Out Of The Ordinary
I remember reading Phoebe Gilmans’s award 
winning children’s book “Something from Nothing” 
to my three children. It is a great book that Gilman 
herself describes as a story adapted from an old 
Jewish f...



ii. context

“We are currently preparing 
students for jobs that don’t yet 
exist, using technologies that 
haven’t been invented, in order to 
solve problems we don’t even know 
are problems yet.”

Karl Fisch, “Did You Know” 



II. Context
Organizational structure will have to change to meet the 
new reality of creativity as a core component of value and 
continuous innovation as the mechanism to sustain it. 
The new organization will include structures that support 
innovation 24/7/365 and at increasing scale. They will be 
more like organisms than machines. They’ll be structurally 
fluid — bringing individuals together in creative networks 
designed to adapt to an ever changing landscape of 
customer needs and desires, often at a moment’s notice. 
Management will be the job of those who oversee creative 
economies, ecosystems, and communities; it will be the job 
of managing innovation on a continuous basis where scale is 
used to create differentiated products and services to solve 
problems and meet needs on a customer by customer basis 
— all in real or near real time.

Harvard Business Review Jack Hughes – May 17, 2013
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What if our assumptions
are entirely incorrect? 
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III. Personal Style

Design Approach
• The  Devil’s Advocate
• The 3 critical personas:
          - Learning
          - Organizing
          - Building
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§  Learning	
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Iii. Personal Style
III.	Personal	Style	

Change	oriented	

	

Experiment	–	Karl	Duncker	

§  Cogni%ve	psychology	
§  Func%onal	fixity	
“Mental	block	against	using	

an	object	in	a	new	way	that	

is	required	to	solve	a	problem”	
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Change Oriented
Experiment - Karl Duncker
• Cognitive psychology
• Functional fixity
“Mental block against using an 
object



III. Personal Style

Key Points - Orchestra
• The conditions for success
• Leading from any chair
• Potential & opportunity
• Giving way to passion

III.	Personal	style	
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III. Personal Style

Personal Development 1
• Set the tone
• Learn, learn, learn
• Fail harder
              - Widen + Kennedy 12
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III. Personal Style
Key Points  
- Extraordinary Success
• 10,000 hour rule
• Individual capacity is 

essential BUT do not 
undervalue

              - Timing
              - Opportunity
              - Good fortune

III.	Personal	style	
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III. Personal Style
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balance   conserve   
preserve   protect   

communicate   integrate   
perpetuate   hunt   originate   
engender   observe   study   

practice   commune   
commiserate   predict   

distinguish   group   order   
classify

rotate   
conceptualize   image   

design   combine   
juxtapose   construct   

manoeuver   alter   map   
conceive   diagram   orient   
symbolize   model   picture   

represent   sketch   depict   
visualize   align   internalize

harmonize   infer   synthesize   
interpret   pattern   compose   

transpose   design  
 orchestrate   translate   

synchronize   
sound-out   play   record   tap  

vibrate   intonate   texturize   
beat   sequence   repeat   

associate   
symbolize   listen   

perceive

analyze   test   
sequence   classify   

order   
solve   figure   map   

generalize   plan   
abstract   experiment   

prioritize   estimate   
segment   deduce   debate   

analogize   induce   discern   
number   predict  

 calculate   extract  
 evaluate      

counsel   
interview   link   

confer   catalyze   
organize   relate   group   

connect   mobilize   
empathize   coordinate   

collaborate   join   associate   
manage   commiserate   
orchestrate   interact   

mediate   perceive  
 sympathize      

flex   activate   manipulate   
mime   choreograph   gesture   
signal   improvise   demonstrate   

balance   expand   
express   motion   extend   bend   

assemble   mold   crunch   
stretch   suggest   feel  

sense   perform   move   
coordinate   exercise   

become      

articulate   
discuss   describe   

summarize   paraphrase   
interpret   analogize   name   

detail   illustrate   
converse   process   compose   

express   elaborate   
speak   verbalize   

dramatize   debate   
ommunicate   embellish   

order   state      

reflect   mediate   
contemplate   consider   

ponder   emphatize   sympathize   
wonder   individualize   muse   

analyze   germinate   infer   
interpret   assess   dream   
isolate   record   introspect   

feel  self-assess   retreat   
incubate   internalize   

intuit   daydream      

Multiple
Intelligences &

Associated
Thinking

Language

III.	Personal	style	
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iii. personal style
Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

Intelligence is static. Intelligence can be 
developed.

Leads to a desire to look 
smart and therefore a 
tendence to:

Leads to a desire to 
learn  and therefore a 
tendence to:

• avoid challenges • embrace 
challenges

• give up easily due 
to obstables

• persist despite 
obstacles

• see effort as 
fruitless

• see effort as path 
to mastery

• ignore useful 
feedback

• learn from 
criticism

• be threatened by 
others’ success

• be inspired by 
other’s success



iii. personal style
Our Limits Are What We Make Them
Our sense of what is realistic or not might limit our own possibility. Consider 
running a four minute mile. It was thought to be impossible until Roger 
Bannister broke the four-minute barrier in 1954. The record now stands at 
3:43 and the mile has been run into under four minutes at least 4,500 times.

III.	Personal	style	
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Application
Commercialization

Classical Theory
Past Practice

iii. Personal style
alignment/big idea

to explore creative human potential at the intersection 
of arts, culture, business, science and research

BUSINESS

ALBERTA INNOVATES

ARTS

Best practices
Case Studies

Policy

Venture Risk
Taking

Application
Commercialization

Application
Commercialization

Research Talent
and Capacity

Building

Applied Research 
Development

Contemporary
Avant Garde

Experimentation

         cross-sectoral insight



iv. strategy

Porter’s Generic 
Strategies
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Cost Focus Differentiation
Focus

Cost Differentiation

Competitive advantage



iv. strategy
Potential Entrants
Threat of Mobility

Substitutes
Threat of Substitutes

Suppliers
Supplier Power

Buyers
Buyer Power

Industry
Rivalry

Source: Porter, M.E. (1979) 
How Competitive Forces 
Shape Strategy, Harvard 
Business Review, March/
April 1979



iv. strategy
Christensen - Disruptive Innovation
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iv. strategy

Lessons from
Entrepreneurs

Lessons from
Artists

Designing
for

Creativity

Transformative
Ideas and
Creative
Strategy

There are many sources of how to catalyze Creativity.



iv. strategy
Creativity drives
new insight and
suggests change

New insight meets
resistance from
status quo

Status quo begins
to adopt the
creative insight

Status quo and
new insight combine
in unexpected ways

New combination of
insight and past
practice becomes
status quo

-Unrecognized
-Insufficiently fleshed out

-Champion fatique
-Lack of resourcing

-Lack of alignment on purpose
-Lack of behavioural models

-Smothering of the new
-Lack of capabilities to
  sustain the new

-Incrementalism
-Change fatigue
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v. innovation

What is it?



v. innovation defined

Innovation is the action 
or process of innovating



v. innovation defined - take two

Innovation = practical
application of creativity
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v. innovation defined

Innovation = practical 

application of creativity



v. innovation defined

Innovation = practical

application of creativity



v. innovation summary

Innovation = practical
application of creativity

Must clarify
- Why/ to what end?

- Process/product focus?
- Which domains/filters?



vi. approaches 
IDEO & Design Thinking



MULTIPLE
INTELLIGENCES

Naturalist
Understanding nature
and organic processes

Spacial
Seeing and mapping the 

world in 3D

Musical
Capacity to recognize, 
create, and reproduce, 
and reflect on music

Logical-Reasoning
Skilled at deductive reason-
ing, detecting patterns, and 

logical thinking.

Interpersonal
Communication and 

reading people

Bodily-Kinesthetic
Using one’s body in highly 

differentiated and 
skilled ways.

Linguistic
A master of spoken and 

written language.

Intra-personal
Understanding 

yourself, what you feel, 
and what you want

vi. approaches 
multiple intelligences & Design 
Thinking



vi. approaches 
multiple intelligences & Design 
Thinking
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Thinking Beyond the Box on Evolution 
While evolution can happen graduatlly, it seems as if some of the most 
dynamic evolutionary leaps happen in daramatic spurts. Arguably, we are 
living in an extremely disruptive time that most likely will result in dramatic 
evolutionary changes in our lives, societies, and environment. While we 
mostly equate evolution with a forward-moving positive progression, I do 
think evolution can also be negative or regressive.

VI.	Approaches	
Radical	Evolu%on	
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vi. approaches 
radical evolution



What Do You Value?
Have you identified the values and assumptions that drive you 
personally and profesionally? What drives your business beyond 
shareholder expectations? What drives your day-to-day personal life 
beyond working to pay bills? Are you clear on what matters?

VI.	Approaches	
Values	
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vi. approaches 
values



How A Listening Tour Can Change Your 
Workplace
How well do you listen? In a world increasingly dominated by text and 
email we are losing our ability to hear the subtlety in spoken word. 
Have you ever sent a message that was misinterpreted because it 
lacked proper inflection of voice?

VI.	Approaches	
Listening	Tour	
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vi. approaches 
Listening Tour



We Must Cast Light On Our Blind Spots
Years ago, I was in a significant car accident, I was changing lanes and 
I didn’t notice another car pull into my blind spot. In our lives we have 
similar moments when something unperceived quickly emerges and 
shakes our sense of safety and security. Often, this disruptive force 
enters from a blind spot.

VI.	Approaches	
Red	Teams	and	Blind	Spots	
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vi. approaches 
Red Teams and Blind Spots



VI.	Approaches	
Uninten%onal	Negligence	
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vi. approaches 
unintentional negligence



No Quick Fix
We spend much of our lives confronting problems and challenges. It 
seems with every passing day or news cycle there are new pressing 
issues that demand out attention and thought. And yet, how often is...

VI.	Approaches	
Pa%ence	
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vi. approaches 
patience



Think Big!
Fear and worry is, unfortunately, a part of everyday life. Fear of loss, 
fear of failure, fear of our comfortable lives being disrupted, displaced, 
or disassembled. As Mark Twain famously said, “I’ve...

VI.	Approaches	
Uncompromising	Ambi%on	
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vi. approaches 
uncompromising ambition



Contact:

Jeff Melanson
jeff@creativechange.consulting
647-992-3757

Twitter: @JeffMelanson
Huffington Post:  
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/author/
jeff-melanson/


